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use, misuse, and abuse of the computer system [4].To act
appropriately against the attacks, currently security solutions
are relying on the intrusion detection system. To detect the
pattern and signatures of these malicious worms attacks
normally IDS parameters divided into signature based or
misuse detection and anomaly based systems [5]. Signature
base intrusion detection system defines the set of rules that are
used to recognize the given pattern by intruder. The main
advantages of Signature base system are effective and
accurate results against the known security threats and
minimize the false positive for intrusion identification [2].
The less fortunate ramification of this technique is that a
detection system is incapable of detecting intrusions that are
not present in its knowledge base. The other drawback of this
technique is that if there is a little change in known attack, it
will affect the analysis and identification when the detection
system is not updated [6].
For effective intrusion detection, system needs some
significant resources such as SNORT. It is an open source
network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) performs
real-time traffic analysis and packet logging on Internet
Protocol (IP) networks. Snort performs protocol analysis,
content searching, and content matching. The program can
also be used to detect probes or attacks, but not limited to
stealth port scans [7]. Mostly Snort used the signature header
and its option used to determine that Network traffic is
corresponds to a known signature or not [8].

Abstract—To avoid increasing threats of intrusion or
vulnerabilities, networks require flexible and efficient security
systems. Intrusion detection system (IDS) is the basic component
of any network defense scheme. Different IDS use several
techniques for Intrusion detection. Signature base detection
techniques are widely used in networks for fast response to
detect threats. Regarding the intrusion detection technique, one
of the main challenges is to control the huge traffic volume
where each packet needs to be compared with the known
signature database and reduce the comparison time of
signatures in it. In this paper we analyze different techniques
and proposed a new architecture that can handle the attacks by
using multiple agents with small databases at high success rate
by dynamically updating the signature database. Proposed
method reduces the IDS processing time and improves its
efficiency.
Index Terms—IDS, signature base, agent.

I. INTRODUCTION
Networks Security threats become more common on
networks, so IDS are now transforming from host base IDS to
Network based IDS. Detection at network level is a difficult
task because at network level the amount of audit data is more
as compared to the host level and events related to a same
intrusion can be visible at different nodes on network [1].
Network IDS are the first defense line of any network, and to
monitor the network traffic becomes more complicated and
thorny as the new vulnerabilities and intruders enters the
system. These issues become more compounded because of
such sites that contain malicious code [2].Symantec report
2011 indicates that Symantec had blocked a total of over 5.5
billion malware attacks in 2011, an 81% increase over 2010,
and Web based attacks increased by 36% with over 4,500 new
attacks each day. 403 million new variants of malware were
created in 2011, a 41% increase as compared with 2010 [3].
In the increasing complexity of today’s computing
environment Intrusion detection system become a key
component for system security threat landscape. Recently the
information security research has been focusing much
attention on the Intrusion detection system. Intrusion
detection is defined as the process of identifying unauthorized

Fig. 1. Signature based IDS working mechanism.
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Fig. 2. Types of IDS system.

Fig. 1 shows the working mechanism of signature based
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intrusion detection system where the recognized captured
packets are compared against the intruder packets. Widely
deployed intrusion system needs to match the packet header
against thousands of header rules defined by the attacking
signatures that is an expensive task as compare to typical
header processing [9]. Network IDS scan the network traffic
and monitors multiple hosts. Protocol Based IDS work on
certain protocol(s) for a specific service. Application Protocol
IDS monitors the dynamic behavior and state of the protocol.
Host-Based IDS monitors and analyzes the internals of a
computing system. Hybrid IDS combines one or more
approaches and provide multiple protection mechanisms.
Prelude Hybrid IDS is the example of the Hybrid IDS. Fig. 2
depicts different types of IDS.
In order to protect the network, we consider the ways of
boosting the IDS performance and its efficiency. In this
process we argue that the agent based framework is highly
efficient to boost the system performance.

techniques which count the 1 ton number packets that handled
under a single thread. After every n packets, a new thread is
generated and so on. They suggest an agent that depicts three
modules, frequently attack database detection and updating
module also enhance the architecture at distributed network
intrusion system. In this model the researcher suggest that this
will improve the efficiency of the intrusion detection by using
multithreading technique but each packet that is captured will
be compared with every signature in database to detect
intrusion attack, that is a time consuming process. This can
slow down the intrusion detection process because of huge
load of Network traffic.
The present intrusion detection system either they are
commercial base or research base mostly used the hierarchal
structure that has host based and network based
characteristics. We used agents in our proposed architectures
so it is necessary to give the brief introduction of agents. We
can define agent as an application that can run automatically,
a predefined goal such as monitor an environment and then
generate alerts based on given instructions [13]. In IDS they
are used as monitors that can retrieve information for analysis
to generate real time alerts. This research paper presents an
efficient scalable architecture for host and network based
intrusion detection system.
The remaining paper proceeds as follows. Second section
present the related work and section three show the
architecture of the proposed IDS. In Section IV the
performance of the proposed system is analyzed by
experimental work and last section offer some conclusion
based on proposed architecture and some future work.

II. RELATED WORK
In network intrusion detection one of the most important
weaknesses is the processing of whole network traffic that is a
time consuming job. The network speeds rises day by day, so
need of efficient intrusion detection techniques that reduce the
processing time for more traffic emerges. To solve this
problem different researchers give different techniques and
IDS models. Ref. [5] proposed a dynamic multilayer signature
based IDS by using mobile agents, where each packet is
compared with the database that can slow down the detection
process. The other problem in this approach is the
introduction of new services and need of a network
administrator who manually updates or adds the signature.
This process is error prone to overcome. The researcher have
proposed a new model by using mobile agents that focus on
dynamic and automatic use of small and efficient multiple
databases. These databases are updated by mobile agents at
particular interval of times.
Ref. [10] proposed a survival architecture that introduces
network intrusion detection system which used packet splitter
to send every packet to every node and its two major analysis
methods. WinPlap used as a tool in the present scheme, which
capture network traffic in windows environment. Packets are
distributed between sensors on their ports numbers, to detect
attack from the depicted packet. Generate alerts on attack
recognition; otherwise pass the packet to distribution. But this
model has several inabilities like many sensors are required if
the traffic increases and there is no mechanism to update the
signature information. Sensor recognized the attack that
aimed specific port numbers and there is no string matching
algorithm is used here in above scheme.
Ref. [11] performed a great job in this regard especially
improving the content matching algorithm which is the
intensive task for signature base IDS and parallel processing
at component level and the sub component level.
Ref. [12] proposed an Intrusion detection design that use
capture module and Packet pre-processor module categorized
the packet and then pass it to the Intrusion detection module.
They proposed an algorithm by using multithreading

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 3. It develops a
framework by combining the two approaches, multithreading
[11] and parallelizing IDS [12]. The main focus of the
research is how to reduce the time needed to compare the
signatures and update the small databases in agents. We use a
duplicator module, UDP packet duplicator which is used to
send same packet to every agent. Instead of the UDP packet
duplicator it is possible to use a system with Linux. The Linux
kernel version 2.6.35 introduces a new configuration option
CONFIG_NETFILTER_XT_TARGET_TEE:
This option adds a "TEE" target with which a packet can be
cloned and this clone can be rerouted to another next hop.

Fig. 3. Proposed architecture model for intrusion detection.

By using this method, agents can detect intrusions more
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quickly by comparing each network packet with the small
agent’s databases. Then agent follow the complete process,
compare the signature in the frequent database, in positive
case packet will be intruder and in negative case the packet is
considered to be a normal packet. But the main challenge is
how to update the database of agents and maintain the
complementary main server databases.
In our proposed study we divide the main database in small
databases. These small databases connected with a
complementary database on the server. We use agents as the
main entity in this model. While there are multiple definitions
of agents, their essential characteristic in intrusion detection is
that agents are software computing entities that perform
intrusion detection tasks autonomously and need to be able to
affect environment using some type of predefined
mechanisms [13]. The proposed architecture is flexible, we
can increase or decrease the number of agents depends on the
network traffic. In agent architecture, intrusion detection
module takes packet as input and extracts the signature and
compares it with available signatures in the small databases. If
there is any match occur the input packet consider as the
intruder and create the log record of that intrusion packet at
the main server database, generate alarm and send request to
the proxy server block the traffic. If there is no match, the
packet is considered to be a normal packet and passed to the
network. The second module is SSD update module which
updates the small signature databases that depends on the
algorithm based on different parameters like most frequent
attacks and log record and the age of the signature alert. The
updating module is responsible to update the small databases
from the main server database.

Table I describes the parameters which are used in
experiment. It shows that two agents will be used with
mentioned destination ports and number of rules.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The experiment is performed by choosing two agents with
specific number of signature rules in small databases, each
one is the Intel Corei3 with 4 GB RAM, Linux as operating
system for sending duplicate packets and two others with
windows environment. Snort is used as the signature based
intrusion detection platform and BASE is used as security
analyzer. All the alerts are stored in MYSQL database. To
check the performance of the proposed architecture, during a
period of time we used IDS wakeup [14] which is designed to
test the functionality of the intrusion detection system by
generating some common attacks. Two agents work in
parallel to detect the attack and we can increase the number of
agents according to our network traffic load. In this task we
select the ports for both agents 53 for DNS server, 80 for
HTTP and 110 for POP3, and for agent 2 we select the ports
3306 for MySQL, 23 for Telnet. And packets are sent to
agents, selected ports are open as listed in Table II and all
other ports are stopped by using firewall. Number of agents
can be increased or decreased in both manual and automatic
fashion. In manual alteration of number of agents, the
administrator will be the sole decision maker to alter the
number of agents according to the network traffic. In the
second case, if we want the number of agents to be changed
automatically, some algorithm should be deployed to make
changes according to traffic load. Suppose for n packets there
is one agent, if the number of packets increases to 2n the
algorithm add a second agent and so on.
TABLE II: SIGNATURE DETECTED

Fig. 4. Agent architecture.

Fig. 4 represents the structure of agent deployed in
intrusion detection system. The agent consists of Capture
module, signature database with an update algorithm. For the
implementation of any architecture in real time many
challenges involves. Some of these challenges were resolved
and some remain still unsolved for future work. For prototype
model we choose snort as our signature database platform,
and configure the snort with the My SQL.
TABLE I: DESCRIBE THE PORT AND RULES SET
Agent Number
Agent 1
Agent 2

Destination Ports

Rules.

53,80,110,143

1 to 200
rules

23,3306,22

200 to n
rules
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Signature Name

Description

Type

Attack

Rob Nets can Host

ABB Products
Stack Buffer
Overflow

App

14

CHAT: AIM: FILE

AIM: Client File
Receive Executable

Chat

DB: DB2:
CONNECT-DOS

DB: IBM DB2
Database Server
CONNECT
Request DOS

DB

10

DDOS:
DIRTJUMPER

DDOS: Dirt Jumper
C&C
Communication

DDOS

50

FTP:AUDIT :
COMMAND
FAILED

FTP: Command
Failed

FTP

10

TCP:
AMBIGUOUS-T
OOBIG

TCP: Options Error
WSF Too Big

TCP

26

TROJAN:
INFECTOR:
CLIENT-REQ

TROJAN:Infector:
Client-Request

UDP

35

Rob Nets can Host

ABB Products
Stack Buffer
Overflow

App

14

22
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To check the performance of the proposed architecture, the
packets from the duplicator module are forwarded to each
agent database for processing and the results are sent to the
central complementary database server. We check the
processing time of sending one file consists of 489856
packets, the protocols HTTP, POP3, IMAP, SMTP with
telnet, MySQL database and SSH. By packet duplicator the
copy of each packet is sent to agent 2 for processing. Firstly
agent 1 database compares the packets signature with their
small database consist of the snort rules given range of
protocol and at the same time the copy of same packet is
processed by the agent 2 database in similar way. Hence, the
time period of comparing the packet with all the signatures in
one database is 0.573100 seconds. As the comparing process
is done simultaneously in both agents databases, so the
maximum time to process the packet with all the signatures of
two databases is 0.573100 seconds. Now if a packet matches
with a signature in any database early at any time instant, then
the time consumed will be less than 0.573100 seconds. Now
we compare it with the traditional technique by single
database that consist entire set of rules and send the same file
for processing it consume the time 1.14620 seconds which is
double as compare to our proposed methods. The result of
signature detected show in the Table II.
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V. CONCLUSION
Today's security infrastructure has several shortcomings
when dealing with the complexity and subtleties of a new
generation of cyber-attacks. In this paper we introduce a new
parallel agent based model for intrusion detection by using the
agents to improve the performance of signature base IDS that
can be increased or decreased according to the network traffic.
The experimental results proved that, by using this method we
can reduce the processing time of signature database by 1/n
times for n databases as compared to the conventional
technique which use a single database. For future work our
proposed system can be improve as more comprehensive and
automated system by enhance the database updating on behalf
of the frequency and appearance of the threats. It can also be
investigated in the design and algorithms to improve the real
time security and reduce the false alarm
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